12 SOME CARDINAL PRINCIPLES OF METHOD
matter read—and, as a rule, read silently. But in learn-
ing English what the pupil has to acquire first and
foremost is the art of expressing: himself in the foreign
language, whether in speaking or writing, and the art
-of silent reading will be found—for reasons to be given
later—to follow on, and largely to derive from these.
Now the power of expression in any language is a
matter of skill rather than of knowledge; it is a power
that grows by exercise, not by merely knowing meanings (
•or rules.
A pupil   will make   little  progress  in  speaking   or
writing English by learning the dictionary, or by memo-
rizing all the rules of English syntax.    If he is to make
progress in using English correctly and easily,  this he
can do most rapidly and effectually by practising English
speaking   and   writing   till   the   English he  practises
"becomes automatic.    What he has to do, in a word, is to
.acquire speech habits, to accumulate as soon as possible
that particular  set  of fresh  speech habits  which will
serve his ordinary needs best.    The new pronunciation,
.articulation,  intonation, must become so  habifual that
the pupil uses them rightly without having to think ^ and
so   must   the   common   English  constructions,   and  a
-number of words,  word-combinations,  and sentences,
those, in fact, of most use for most purposes of ordinary
life: for the commonest and most familiar purposes first,
for less common and somewhat less familiar afterwards.
English in the high school is primarily a skill', not a know-
ledge, subject\ and the teacher's earliest and always main
-concern is to  be developing  skill—not merely to be
imparting bits of information.    Indeed the teaching of
rules, or of meanings in isolation,   apart from practice,
may actually retard the pupil's progress, by leading him
to be constantly referring to rules  or meanings in his
^rnind when he should be uttering his English directly,
•spontaneously.    It is habits of unrefledive right utterance
that have by every means in the teacher's power to be
instilled.    And just as there is no way of learning  to
Tide a bicycle except by riding it, and riding it in the
right way as soon as possible, so there is no way of learn-
ing• to speak or write English except by  speaking and
-writing   it,  and by forming  right habits of speech and

